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Water experts across the state are struggling to understand an apparent about-face by a federal judge in Fresno,
who hinted in a 134-page opinion this week that California salmon may not need all the protection granted by
rules he previously ordered.

The experts will have to keep waiting for clarification, however, as a decision expected Wednesday was
postponed until next week.

Judge Oliver Wanger issued the opinion Tuesday. New rules developed by the National Marine Fisheries
Service to protect salmon, he wrote, are "guesstimations" that have had a "Draconian" effect on people who
depend on water from the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta.

The outcome has major implications. An order that weakens the rules and allows more water diversions from
the Delta could imperil salmon populations already on the edge. But it would also bring relief to farms and
cities eager for more Delta water.

Tuesday's opinion came in response to a request for an injunction against the rules, sought by powerful water
interests who rely on Delta diversions. Wanger has not yet agreed to an injunction.

But he wrote, cryptically, that they have a "likelihood of success" and added that federal officials must consider
humans along with fish in limiting Delta water deliveries.

Wanger himself ordered the fish protections in a landmark ruling in 2008.

Environmental groups fighting the injunction say the judge previously concluded that the remedies sought by
water agencies are scientifically invalid.

The rules, called a biological opinion, affect Central Valley steelhead and winter- and spring-run chinook
salmon.

Howard Brown, acting supervisor of the National Marine Fisheries Service regional office, noted that a
National Academy of Sciences panel recently said the biological opinion was "scientifically valid" and found no
alternatives that offer equal protection.

"We are disappointed," Brown said. "The affected species are endangered, and the protections afforded to them
by the biological opinion are necessary," he said.

Wednesday's hearing brought disagreements between experts on both sides. Wanger ordered them to provide
the court with more information and return for another hearing Tuesday.

Delta water pumping systems near Tracy are currently limited to exporting no more than 1,500 cubic feet per
second through May 25. This is a state requirement that will not be altered by any action in Wanger's court.

Between May 25 and June 15, the biological opinion takes over and will restrict pumping if necessary to protect
juvenile salmon migrating to the ocean. There are no salmon-related restrictions in place after June 15.



"It is a limited period of time," said Tom Birmingham, general manager of Westlands Water District, a plaintiff
in the case. "But every acre-foot of water counts."

The water export systems have killed 759 threatened spring-run Chinook salmon so far this month, according to
federal records.


